Session Overview

This program will provide an understanding or refresher in the basics of paper machine technology. The workshops will focus on practical papermaking. Attendees will have an up-close look at the UWSP paper machine and see testing demonstrations of the fundamental paper tests. The basics of calendering both on-line and off-line will also be discussed. An interactive area with the newest pulp and paper testing equipment will be on display by multiple vendors. One can rotate through four, ninety minute concurrent sessions. Time will also be devoted to questions from the class on specific paper machine and paper testing issues. All sessions are participant interactive. Session handouts will also be provided.

Who Should Attend

Paper Mill Personnel, Printers, Converters, End Users, Lab Personnel, Quality Control, Engineers, Supervisors, Paper Sales groups, Suppliers, and Students, as well as, others interested in learning more about basic paper machine operations and paper testing.

Schedule

Schedule Overview:
7:30-8:15 AM Registration
8:15-8:30 AM Introduction
8:30-10:00 AM All sessions
10:00-10:30 AM Break
10:30-12:00 AM All sessions
12:00-1:00 PM Lunch*
1:00-2:30 PM All sessions
2:30-3:00 PM Break
3:00-4:30 PM All sessions
4:30-5:30 PM Refreshments in trade fair area

* with brief Lake States TAPPI Annual Meeting

TAPPI ANTITRUST POLICY

TAPPI's aim is to promote research and education, and to arrange for the collection, dissemination and interchange of technical concepts and information in fields of interest to its members. TAPPI is not intended to, and may not, play any role in the competitive decisions of its members or their employer, or in any way restrict competition among companies.

Session Chairs: Sandra Lenz, Appleton Coated; Dennis Shaffer, Global Technologies; Don Gunderson, UWSP Paper Science Foundation

For further details call Sandra Lenz (920) 687-3559.
Lake States TAPPI & UWSP Extension

“Paper Machine Operations & Testing”

*Interactive Learning Sessions*

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 2005
UW – STEVENS POINT
PAPER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
STEVENS POINT, WI

**Workshops:**
- Paper Machine Basics
- Dry End Test Lab Basics
- On-line & Off-line Calendering Basics
- New Pulp & Paper Test Equipment Demonstrations

Note: Great Paper Mill Personnel and Paper End User Training